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AN EXTRA ORDINARY APPEAL
RISE TO HELP COMBAT THE DEADLY COVID-19 VIRUS
The AIBSNLPWA, representing about a lakh of BSNL retirees, experienced and matured,
committed to the society, would like to support the fight, launched by the Government of
India and state governments, against the pandemic Covid-19. We have shown our
commitment in the past on several occasions. Our solidarity with the Indian people has
always been strong and committed, particularly to those where the needs were the greatest.
In 2019 we donated Rs 40 lakhs to the PMNRF. Now, the Nation is facing a very serious
crisis. Impact of this deadly Virus on our economy, social fabric and politics is
unprecedented and unimaginable. It is an extra ordinary situation. Pensioners are placed
in a better condition financially, compared to lakhs of jobless daily waged workers having
no shelter to sleep under. We must support India in a massive effort to help prevent,
detect, and manage the coronavirus.
HOW TO SUPPORT?
Each one of us, members of AIBSNLPWA, must donate one day’s pension to the CMDRF
of respective state. [Total pension drawn in March 2020 divided by 30]. There are
restrictions on movement. We cannot violate them even for a noble purpose. So, every
Circle Association must intimate its bank account details through any medium. Members
who can donate online must do it immediately. Others may have to wait till normalcy
restored. In any case, every one of us should contribute.
NOT TO CHQ
This time, donation need not be sent to CHQ. Every state is affected. Every State
government is on a war to face the crisis. Let us concentrate in respective Circle. After
sending the donation, please intimate concerned Circle/District Secretary.
TASK of CIRCLE UNIT:
Circle Secretary/Treasurer may consolidate the donations every week and remit it to the
respective CMDRF within a reasonable time. Send a report to GS on every Saturday through
email or SMS or whatsapp message. We will publish it in our Website.
TASK of DISTRICT UNIT:
District Secretaries may please contact as many members as possible over phone and
convey this Appeal and monitor their contributions. Please maintain regular contact
with the Circle Secretary also.
The task should be fulfilled in a systematic manner. Let’s fight this all together.
Yours Sincerely,

29-03-2020

